Problem:
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Radio-frequency interference (RFI), which can be caused by manmade transmitters and natural phenomena such as lightning, seriously
affects radio observations. To be able to observe with LOFAR at high
sensitivities, RFI needs to be accurately detected. The size of typical
radio observations mandate very fast techniques for this task.

Solution:

Using various novel techniques and algorithms, the AOFlagger RFI
detection pipeline
was designed. This fully automated flagger is
extremely fast[1] , and has an unprecedented accuracy[2] .

1 baseline
Observations are processed
by baseline, and RFI is

detected in the time-frequency
plane, initially in one polarization
at a time. For each complex
visibility, the amplitude is
calculated. This XX-polarization
shows several RFI features.
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The astronomical signal is assumed to
be reasonably smooth, and is
estimated and subtracted by
performing a Gaussian high-pass filter.
This is performed at a lower
resolution to increase performance.
Left: the estimated (smooth)
astronomical signal.
Right: the result of high-pass filtering:
an image containing noise and RFI.

Offringa et al., "A LOFAR RFI detection pipeline", Proc. RFI2010, 2010.
[2] Offringa et al., "Post-correlation RFI classification methods", MNRAS, 2010.

polarizations, a final step is
performed that extends the
flag mask in all directions.
This is performed with a
novel morphological
technique called the scaleinvariant[4]rank (SIR)
operator .
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During the initial iteration, a first inaccurate
estimate of a RFI mask is constructed. This is
done by discarding channels and timesteps,
and by using the[2] very accurate
SumThreshold technique.
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The output, which typically contains 1%-3% RFI[3] (the data here contains slightly more).

[3]
[4]
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SumThreshold method is executed
one last time. Typically, all visible RFI
is marked at this point.

Pizzo et al., "The LOFAR cookbook", chapter 6: The AOFlagger, 2011.
Offringa et al., "A morphological algorithm for improved RFI detection", in preparation.

All four polarizations are processed individually, and the resulting
RFI masks are combined: if a sample in one polarization is
flagged, the sample will be flagged in all polarizations.
The XX, XY, YX and YY polarizations stacked in order:

